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Introduction by the 'Author
(in handwriting and in print)

The author of this brochure, Wolfgang ROEBER, is 40 years old, a jurist 'by
profession, a former officer, and since 1950 had been employed as a leading
co-worker in the Abwehr Apparat of the Organization GEHLEN .in West BERLIN.

For a long time I believed that with my work for West German Intelligence Service,
which called itself the GEHLEN Seoret Service, I was serving the national inter-
ests. Thus I began my activity with the idea that I was working for an early
and peaceful re-unification of our divided Fatherland.

My five-year participation in the war and my almost five-year imprisonment as PW
had made.me an opponent of all politics which might bring with it the danger of
a new war.

In the course of my intelligence work I learned to know, the structure and working.
methods of the Organization GEHLEN,and finally formed the conclusiOh· that this
alleged~ West German Intelligence Service was in reality financed by, and politi-
cally as well as militarily guided by, the Americans.

More and more doubts arose which became stronger as the politics of the America~
more clearly revealed their plans for World control. I realized that the Americaru
wanted to change our Fatherland into a battle ground and to force our German youth
into a professional armyo

When I took up my pen, it was with the following consideration: My statements
based on experience should convinoe all German persons in East and West that
working for a foreign espionage and intelligence service is treason to the German
peopleo

Berlin, 20 March 1954

/s/
Wolfgang ROEHER
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The Organization GEmwg~ ~
A Campaign Troop of the American
!lColdWar"

Already in the year 1946, a year after the end of the World War II, the Foreign
Minister of the USA at tha~ time, BYRNES, announced in his STUTTGART speech
against the POTSDAM Resolutions the pretensions of the American monopoly to
World sovereigntyo Since this time numerous political, economic, and military
measures of the US4, which are carried out under the designation "Cold War",
have not permitted the people who desire freedom to have any rest.

Against, whom is this Cold War by the governing American circles, and the numerouS
governments of Western states dependent on them, directed and what are its aims?

According to the official propagandistic presentation of its originator, the
Cold War is a fight against Communism. To cover their own imperialistic aims,
they attribute with demagogic unscrupelousness to Communism - the ideology of
social progress, peace, and freedom - aggressive intentions and plans for World
mastery which in reality is the definite and nowundisguisable aim of pJllerican
politics.

What do the propagandists of the Cold War of today and the preparers of the
Hot War of tomorrow mean by the fight against Communism?

The answer to this question is given in the political, economical, and military.
occurrences of the near past and present. All powers in the World which turn
against the.American World-mastery politics, against economical and colonial
exploitation, and against the threatening danger of a new World War are suspected
by the ideologists of Imperialism of being Communist, Corr~unist influenced, or
pro-Communist.

The political situation of the World ·presents the following picbre: The "enemies"in the .American-spbnsored and financed Cold War are first of all the Soviet Union~
as the leading great power in the World peace camp as well as the friendly and
cooperating people of the People's Democracies including the People's Republic
of China and the German Democratic Republico

Similarly, "enemies" are all Communist and Socialist parties as well as all
strengths and capitalistic Lands which stand ~n the internal political fight
against their .America-loving and War-willing.Governments and which represent the
national interests of their peopleso

Also all middle-class strength in the capitalistic states whiCh from a national
feeling of responsibility, from economical considerations, as well as from
religious or humane responsibility reject War, death and destruction and who
feel themselves allied with the World peace caTJlp,are ,declared "preparers of
the path for Communism," and·as "Soviet friends" are ~alleJt "enemies." Also all
peoples who are in the fight against colonial slavery are suspect in the same
senseo
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Every objective observer must necessarily come to the conclusion that the fight
against Communism propagated by the American imperialists and their governors
presents on the one side a psychological, and on the other side an effective,
preparation for War. These facts explain also the choice of the term "Cold Warll

for the present situation in World politics. The means used in the Cold War
are as varied as the strengths used to conduct it.

Everything which far Centuries has brought need and misery, War and destruction
to humanity and which has attempted to hinder social and political progress, is
called upon: The powers of monopolistic capital, of feudalism, and of Junkers,
of militarism, of blood~spotted Fascism, and even the hierarchy of the Catholic
Church. Enliving systematically are the ideas of Chauvinism, of Nationalism, and
of racial superiority.

vThe fighting means of the Cold War are economical sanctions, lies and provocative
propaganda, bribery of politioiansand governments, election deceit and misleading
of public opinion through financing of press and radio, science, and cultv~e_

In order to deceive humanity on the imperialistic aim of their politics, the
American War mongers peddle the apparition of fear from door to door, which
they claim robs the diligent man of his belongings and the people of their belie~,
freedom, and national independence. With shameless impudence they attribute'
to the Soviet Union, that actually peace-loving and free people's society, all
that which they have already executed in their sphere of power against the
interests of the people and which they wish to spread over the entire World
through a new War: Slavery and exploitation, terror and suppression, lack of
culture and extinguishment of national sovereignty_

Despite all self-arrogance it has been clear for a long time to the American
initiators of the Cold War that more and more persons and peoples see through
their actual intentions and that the World peace camp is making a steady increase.
The American imperialists realize that the War intended by them to subordinate
the World, in case they begin it will be a fight for the maintenance of their
privileged existence.

With the secret intelligence services they create for themselves a campaign
troop which playes a particularly great role in the Cold War. It is the mission
of these secr~t intelligence services to determine the political, economical, and
military strengths of the democratic states, .to disturbe their peaceful construc-
tion, to carry out acts of sabotage and terror, and with the help of the reac~
tionary and criminal elements to prepare revolutionary measures. In the lands of
the capitalistic World they are to find all powers in opposition to the American
course and to make them harmless.

For the financing of these intelligence sezyjces, enormous sums from the USA
are at disposal. To the one hundred million dollars Which former President
Truman authorized officially on 10 October 1951 for these purposes, is added
also the unaccountable monies of the budget of the Army, the Air Corps and the
Navy, the means of NATO, the "contributions II of .American monopolists and large
banks. The number of American~licensedintelligence services, e~pionage and
sabotage organizations is up in the dozens.For the European theater, the area
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of deployment of these secret campaign troops is first of all West Germany,
including the "advanced" base of West BERLINo

The breach of the POTSDfu~ Agreement by the imperialistic occupation pbwers
led to the splitting of Germany. It is the definite fault of the saboteurs
of the POTSDAM Agreements that the former occupation-technical demarcation line
changed into 'aborder which runs through the middle of the German Land and over
which the interests of peace and war strike at eachothero

In the COLITSeof the years the Western Powers then undertook every thing further
to change finally this border into a "front line" of the Cold War and West.BERlJIN...
into a "front city." While on the basis of the POTSDAM resolutions the Gerinan,i.
Democratic Republic became a state of social progress and democracy, the West
German separate state changed: into a refuge of war preparations and revenge •. ,.
Here the Amer~can war IDongers draw from a reservoir of socially-uprooted persons,
Fascists, and militarists, the strengths from which th~y recruit their esp~9~g~

, organizations 0

Into the largest and by far mast dangerous intelligence secret-organizatioILin
the European area, was developed the so-called West German Intelligence Service~
also called Organization GEHLll~. This secret service is first of qll everyth~ng
else but an organization for protection of German interests. Withoutwari-tingtb
go into my later detailed statements, it is established that the secret service .
of the former HITLER-General G~MT,fflis the campaign troop of the ColdWarfoundeq,
financed, and guided by the Americans.

In their oath of obligations, the agents must obligate themselves not for the
preservation of German interests, but for the fight againSt Communism; that
means, GEHLEN works with his organization for the imperialistic aims of the
American monopoly-capitalists and the intertwined international reaction. To
this belongs also the West German monopoly-capital and the politicians and
militarists de~endent on ito

Since the German Democratic Republic is a state of workers and farmers which
took the power from the monopolistic and military strengths and stands fast in
the camp of peace, 'this part of our German Fatherland is considered by GEHLEN
as an enemy area. Along with economical and military espionage against the
Soviet Union and the People's Democratic Lands, the target of the intelligence
activity of the GEH!1EN Organization is active espionage and seditious work
against the German Democratic Republico

It is therefore the mission of the co-workers of the OrganizationGEBLEN to
build up in the area of the German Democratic Republic a tight net of agents.
The mission of these agents is the obtaining of records on the activity of
state and social organs, on the method and quantity of production in all branches
of industry and economy, on locations, strengths, arms, and equipment of the
Garrisoned People's Police as well as on the opinion and morale of the populace.

Such intelligence service methods one takes only against en~my states. All nice
speeches in agent recruiting, all assertions that the agent in his work is re-
presenting national interests, are miserable lies. The fact alone that the
economical espionage and the theft of records on industry, technical and invention
~ffairs is carried on for the benefit of the American monopolists, is an in-
describably serious crime against the German people. Therein every thinking
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person will recognize that the Organization GK~LEN is an'instrument of
monopolistic-capitalistic reactiono

In accordance with the conception of the "Cold War" released by the 1>Jllericans,
the Organization GEHLEN is active not only as an enemy troop against the German
people in the German Democratic Republic, but also against the broad olasses
of people of West"Germany. All strengths in West Germany wDo strive for a
peaceful and democraticre-unification of our splintered Fatherland, who wish
for a peaceful solution to the debateable problems in Europe and the World and
who take a stand against the aggressive ~~erican War politics, are part of the
intelligence service "woEk" of GEHLENo

Th~ knwwn English journalist SeftonDELbffiR described already in 1952 in an
article published in many West European newspapers the Organization GEHLEN as
a "state yvithin the state" of West Y:ermany, which had hidden in it for the future
oL Germany ~nd Europe a danger not to be underestimated.,

In view of the progressing Fascist-izing of the USA and the therewith related
force-politics against all and eyerything which rejects American War and World
mastery plans, one must figure that the GEHLEN Organization will develop more
and more into an American political secret police in West Germany. 'Th~ Wes~ "
German Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV), the KAISER
Ministry, the Federal Border Poliilce,the Federal Criminal Police, and other
offices of the BOmf state work hand in hand with the Organization GEHLEN. This
does not preclude their being controlled by secret co-workers of GEHLEN.

The Secret Organization GKBLEN

The'Secret Service GEHLEN is a completely sub-diviEd intelligence service, such
as all capitalistic states have~ It is build on the tradition of the HITLER-
Abwehrand the Nazi organs as the Gestapo and the SD. The Organization GEHLEN
is still illegal because it is not a legalized organ of the West German Federal
Republic. It exists on the basis of the power-political rights which the American
Occupation Force appropriated for itself. Therewith the GEHLEN Secret Service '"
becomes a power in the West German state, a "State within the State," which is
free from any control by the BONN GovermlHmt. The intention of ADEN1i.DERto make
the GEHLEN organization completely useful for his purposes is seen in his recent
remark that he regretted that this secret service was unfortunately not yet an ,
official organ of his governmento

The co-workers, that is the main official skilled"strengths, consist of German
citizens from the highest leadership down to the lowest key positions so that the
GEHLEN Organization: appears to be a pure German intelligence service. The highest
leadership, nevertheless, is subordinate to the military, political, and economical
pJllericancentrals in Europe which also carry the considerable costso

1. Development of the Organization GEHLEN

At the end of 1946 t~e former German General GE;HLEN received, after discussion
with political and military leading offices in the USA, the permission and the
first money for the creation of an intelligence serviee apparat in the American
Occupati~n Zone of Germany. From the beginning on the sphere of mission of the
organization was established as military and economical espionage. It was first
directed against the Soviet Occupation Troops and military administration in the
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Saviet Occ~patian Zane, and later against the Saviet Unian, the German
Demacratic Republic, and the Peaplets Demacratic Lands.

GEHLEN appearecl to.be the appropriate man far this treasonable wark. In the
Ic apparat af the General Staff af the HITLER Army, he was leadep of the'office
"Foreign .Armies East", and therewith in the opinion of the Americans" he met the
necessary professional requarements. Further, GERLEN had very many friends and
acquaintances in circles of the aId General Staff and t~e farmer German Ab~ehr,
so.that he was in the pasitian to.draw experienced strengths as ca-warkers.
Fram places af hiding, internment and pri'son camps af the Western Allies,
the "aId hares" f01.1.lldtheir way to.GEHLEN and therewith came under the protecting
hand,af the Americahs"

The persons who. are callected araund GEHLEN are predaminantly such as were
demoralized by the downfall af the HITLER Germany, sacially up-raoted ar ~ere
being soUght as War criminals. In a short time with the help af these skilled
strengths and aId agents 'of the intelligence service of the former Wehrmacht
and the SS, GEBLEN established his net in the Eurapean East and build up basically
his secret arganization in West Germany and West BERLIN"

To.the benefit af the Americans the secret services af the ather Western Pawers
were aver-played right fram the beginning. In the secret serv:i,cesaf the English
and the French, there were employed numerous former German skilled persons and
afficers. In the years fram 1947 to 1949 many af these were recruited far. the
new West German intelligence service, but retained their.pasitians with the
Allied agencies so.that they were af special value with their, extensive agent
nets to.GEHLEN" The afficial taking aver of these persons into. the GEHLEN
Organizatian ~as not yet passible at,that time for financial reasons. Thus,
for example, my farmer direct superiar in West BERLIN" Karl ,HeinzGERHAR:D, last
residing atBERLIN-Charlottenburg, LeistikowS'trasse 3, in additian to.his work
in the GEHLEN Organizatian was also.until the fall af 1950 an agent af the French
"DeuxienneBureau"(Second Office) in BERLIN.

After the budget negatiatians held by GEHLEN in late summer af 1950 with' the
Americans ,he was able as af 1951 to build a large apparat • He was able to.
abtain such a high budget af millions fram the Americans, that he naw could
t\e over the farmer dauble agent's. It is known to.me that the English and the
French were very affen.:m.edat GERLEN by this manner af "withdrawing", their agents.
Thereupan GEHLEN issued directivesaccarding to.which the recruiting af agents
who. were already 'in the service af the British and French secret services should
now be limited to.anly tap strengths and shauld be oarried Qut with the mast
extreme caution and caver. One can say that fram the end af 1950 to. the begiIjIling
of 1951, the build-up afthe GEHLEN intelligence servioe was campleted with
emphasis an the espianage services.

A step-child in the develapment af the Organization was the department (Abteilung)
Abwehr which despite of endeavars in the years1951 to.1952 it remained in the
end effecto This fact is clarified in that the American managers are interested
first af all in results in the fieldaf military, ecanamical, and palitical
espianageo Nevertheless, it was saan realized that for protection of their awn
agent nets ana due to the increasingly strang patriatic peaple's movement in
West Germany, the further extension af the only very small Abwehr apparat was
necessary. The Central released therefare at the endaf 1950 appropriate in~
structions to.the already existing centr~l leading affice for Abwehr in KARLSRUHE,
which had the de~ignatian uGeneral Agency" (General Vertretung).
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Since I myself was a co-worker and the deputy of the leader of,the Abwehr
Office in West BERLIN since the beginning of 1951, I received and adequate
insight of the directives for the build-up and expansion of the Abwehr. In
the work instructions particularly the mission of getting into the agencies
of the security organs of the GermandDemocratic Republic, the Soviet Union,
and the People's Democracies and of forming agent nets in the leading offices
of the SED, the other democratic parties, and the mass organizations in the
German Democratic Republic and in West Germany was given. For the further
build-up of the staff of workers, instruction wa!3 given to find former members
of the German Abwehr, the Nazi SD and the Gestapo, who had special experience
in the work against the Soviet Union and against the anti-Fascist resistance
movements in Europe.

Along with the expansion of the Abwehr, there was a steady broadning of the
'Espionage apparat. Also the reporting and courier affairs wer~ constantly
improved, and in many directives the training of le~ding radio men for directing
offices and of agent radio men was designated as urgent. Simultaneously with
the large expansion of this organization, which GEHLEN managed through the
American financing which increased from year to year, he went over to the control
of (checking on) the political and economical life of West Ger~any.

In the years 1951 to 1952 intensive effort was given to channeling confidential
persons (sources) into the political and economical key positions of the BONN Re-
public. Thus, today, sitting in the ministries, the Land governments; the
Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV), the Police Organs,
the Custom Police, in the political parties, organizations, and unions, in the
economy and eyen in the BONN Government diplomatic foreign agencies, are agents
of the Secret Service GEBLEN. Therewith the Organization GEBLEN, along with
its actual intelligence activity in West Germany, has become an internal political
power, and therewith the eye and invisible hand of its American financier.

The West German Eederal Chancellor .A.DElfAUER,to carry through his American
Politics, depends with far greater confidence on the illegal GEHLEN' Secret
Service than on his legal Officwfor the Protection of the Constitution (Ver-
fassu.ngsschutzaemter) 0 The negotiations held be:tiween-.A.DENAUERand the American
Occupation Power on the taking over of the GEHLEN Organization by the BONN
Government confirms the aim of GEHLEN to take over with his organization 'the Ie
apparat and the Abwehr Service in the West Gerinan Army which is being formedo

In copcludin~this general view of the development of the Organization GERLEN,
there are still a few things on personnel ~omposition to be saido .

The chief official co-workers consist of former members of the fommer German
General Staff, above all from the Ic apparat (obtaining of military intelligence
on the enemy) and of former co-workers of the German Abwehr, that is the Ger,man
Secret Intelligence Service which was-under the leadership of CANARIS. Also
former co-workers of the Nazi RSHA, in which the political espionage service of
the SS had its central, are found in the GEHLEN organization. In addition to
these skilled strengths, new personnel from the ranks of former officers of the
Wehrmacht and experienced former criminal officials, predominantly those who
were employed during the war with the Secret Field POlice, have been recruited.

,Among these"skilled strengthslt are numerous war criminals who still today, also
privately, live under false names.
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Thus,
fir3" •
secret
appear?

Therewith'it is apparent that the greatest part of all official_co-workers of
GEHLm~ belong to those circles which approve of a Chauvinistic rever~e-politics
and also personally represent the war course of the Americans and Dr. ADENAUK~.
They are ready to take part in all preparations for the unleashing of a new
war, since from this they promise themselves the re-gain of rank and position,
a secure income, and the habitual, adventurous life. It is completely immaterial
to these hired troopErs and traitors that the German people as always will have
to pay the bloody costs of their new conspiracy.

2. structure and Internal Sub-division of the GEI~~ Organization

The structure of the Secret Organization GEHLEN is qualified by its illegality.
In the establis:b~ent of the individual offices in West Germany and in West BERLIN,
they referred back to the methods which intelligence services use for their coyer
in opposing Lands. Thus in the GEE~T Secret Service the intelligence service
working staffs, from the Central down to the lowest directing office, appear in
the form of trade agencies or of other economical and industrial mnterprizes. All
these firms and agencies are non-existing, even if a few, above all the Central
and the main direc:iiingoffices with their large working staffs, arE:)registered
legally for trade and ta~ purposes and even carryon a pretense of business.
Thus, for example, the Abwehr Office in West BERLIN were I worked operated under
the cover-firm name I1HeinzMERTENS," and the superior office in KARLSRDRE had
the designation ·'ErnstlVIEISSNER& Co, Grob- und Feinkeramik.1l

Even in the internal correspondence the offices are addressed as firms.
for example , it always read "your firm", "this firm", or "the neighboring
Covered as harmless economical enterprizes, the GEHLEN offices pull their
strings. Row then does the structure of the Organization GEHLEN actually

The ~neral Direction (Headquarters)

The Central of GEHLEN (Headquarters) has the internal designation General
Direction. Its seat is near :rvrUNICRin the American "villagel1PULLACR, and
it exists under the cover designation llSueddeutsche Industrieverwertung.1f

-The General Direction has a considerabThe number of departments '(Abteilungen)
appropriate to the individual spheres of work. Thus there are mai_ndepartments
for espionage, sabotage, and Abwehr. The main department for espionage is
divided into military espionage section for army, air corps, and navy according
to the individual lands, and further into economical and political espionage
sections with vario~s sub-groups. Also the main departments for sabotage and
Abwehr are sub-divided according to the various branches of their activity.

In these main departments all agent reports are collected. Rere follows the
evaluation and the establishment of guiding principles for the entire work. In
addition to the pure intelligence working staffs, there are also a number of
other management offices which serve to maintain the entire secret service.
In the Personnel Department all main official personnel and agents are recorded
with their true names, cover names, and other cover designations. There is
further a courier and report central which organlzes and supervises the entire
courier service. There exists'further a schooling department which has subordinate
to it the espionage school, a radio department, and a radio central. In the centra}
intelligence files all known and suspected co-workers of opposing security organs
and intelligence services are listed. Other departments are concerned with
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organizational, financial, and techaical missions. A special department is
the so-called "Technical Secret Service" located in STUTTGART which carries
on falsification of passes find identity p.ocuments.

The General Direction is such a strongly manned working staff (in numbers)
that the leader of the Abwepr directing office formerly superior to me, LEIDL,
calls it "Waterhead" in all conversations. It is apparent that sitting in ,the
working staff of the General Direction are numerous former members of the
General Staff who, as confidential sources of GEHELN, are to be channeled
into key positions in the West Germany Army which is being created.

Thus, sitting as representative of the General Direction in West BERLIN, is the
former personnel chief of the HITLER General Staff, General KLElKAMP. concerning
whom LEIDL, whose abilities as an Abwehr expert are-without doubt, used to say,
"KLEI.KlillIPis perhaps a good salon(social) lion, but in an intelligence respect
_ a zero." In the General Direction also sit the American liaison officers
to GEHLEN, concerning whose activity more details are given in another paragraph.

Since in the course of my statements on the activity of the entire GEH~~ organiza-
tion I will come back to the work of the Genral Direction, this view of the central
of the West German Secret Service will be sufficient for the reader to begin with.

The Operational Directing Offices
,

By operational direc~ing offices are meant those working organs of the Organiza-
tion GEHLEN which manage and lead the practical intelligence activity.

A. The General Agencies(Vertretungen)
The Genral Agencies are central directing offices and are directly subordinate
to the General Direction. There are General Agencies of Main Department Espionage
(Line I) which in internal correspondence are called IlGeneralAgency I", and a.'
General Agency of the Main Department Abwehr (Line III), the so-calleli "General
Agency III-It I was subordinate to the latter in IIlJl work.

The missions of the General Agencies are, shortly summarized, the following:

Build-up and organization of ,intelligence di;recting offices and agent nets which /
are directly subordinate to the General Agency; guiding and controlling of the
work of the subordinate 'directing offices and their agent nets; collection of
reports of all co-workers and agents and forwarding of the'material to the re-
sponsible department of the General Direction.

The General Agencies are quite iddependent in their work and ha~e their own
yearly budget. The leader of a General Agency is, as frequently confirmed to
me by FRIESEN, the co-worker of General Agency III, an Ifabsolute Princell in his
sphere of work which is particularly effective in the use of moneis •..

The General Agency is dependent on the General Direction, however, in personnel
~uestions since the latter uses its influence in the employment of official per-
sonnel and agents •. The General Agencies must follow the work instructions of the
General Direction and must pass them on to their subordinate offices. The working
staffs of the General Agencies are sub-divided a,ccording to fields of work.
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To explain the build-up and working methods of the GEHELN Organization I will
use the example of General Agencies III (Abwehr) which was kpown to me tr~ough
my work. It i~ IDcated in KARLSRUHE, Redwigstr36, and operates under the firm
name "Ernst MEISSNER & Co, Grob und Feinkeramik." Chief of this General Agency
is the agent LEIDL, whose true name is Alfons EENZll'JG:ER..BENZINGlilllives in
KARLSRUHE, Hedwigstr 36 bei 'Frau ZII\IIMERLE.He covers his intelligence activity
as manager of the flJalousiefabrik ZIiifTIiIERLE".Also under cover as a merchant,
he was already before the last war active as an agent of the German Abwehr in
France, and during World War II he was leader of an Abwehr office in occupied
P.lJ.RIS •

Officiating as deputy of LEIDL - BENZINGER under the cover name HE~i"J)RICHis
one Philipp HERBOLD who had already worked together with BENZnWER. during the
War.

The former engineer Major KUGLER, who has been employed since 1947 with the
General Agency, has under him the personnel department and schooling' affairs.
At the same time he is leader of the technical department economical espionage •

.
Leader of the Work sphere (Sachgebiet) III(Abwer~) is the'former SS Officer and
co-worker of the former .F'ascistRSHA, .Dr. ALTHAUS. He is known as an experienced
expert in the field of fighting against underground movements. During World War .
II he was actTve primarily in POland. His predecessor up to early 1952 was
Dr. RISCHKE. who had played a leading role as active officer of the former German
Abwehr in,counter-espionage against France. RISCHKE now has a leading position
in the Main Department Abwehr of ,the General Direction in MUNICH.

Officiating as deputy of Dr. ALTHAUS is his close co-worker. FRIESEN, also a
former SS officer from the circles of the Fascist SD. During the War he was
active under the well-YJlown agent SCHREIDER in Holland. FRIESEN works pri-
marily in the clarification of the security services of the German Democratic
Republic, the Soviet Union, and the People's Democratic Lands.

In addition to these important spheres off work, there are, a number of individual
departments.in the field Abwehr and counter~espionage which are occupied with
the spying on the SED, the COIDill\U1istparties, and the democratic mass organizatioTE •

To the personnel belong further a finance case worker who was the paymaster of
the PARIS Abwehr office duri~ the War, and'a number of fema~~ secretaries and
~ivers. The flGeneral Agency III" in KARLSRUHE'had in 1952 a personnel of .
approximately 16 co-workers and employees although this number changed from
time to tim~ ~hrough transfers and other arrivals and departures.

It is known to me from many conversations with co-workers of the General Agency
that LEIDL-BEt'l"ZINGERkeeps the working staff of his General Agency very small
and demands con~tant dHY and night work from his employees. illheGeneral Agency
of Line I (Espionage.) are significantly stronger manned. The General Agency I
(espionage), which directs the establishment ot espionage directing offices in
Austria and the build-up of agent nets in the Czechoslovakian People's Republic
and wvich' also maintains key agent points in other south-European Lands, is located
in 1ITn1ICH. Other General Agencies of the espionage department are located in
D.ARIvlSTADTand in,BREIill!;N.
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B. The District Agencies(Bezirksvertretungen)

The District Agencies, known in internal correspondence as llBV'Sllare assisting
organs of the General Agencies, but without large working staffs. They work in
no specific district but through middle directing offices establi~hed as they
desire. The chief mission of the District Agencies is to establish for th~
General Direction directing offices and agent nets, to control fuheir activity,
and to cover the General Direction from the lower organs. Thus the entire
corr~spondence from the lower offices to the General Agencies, and vice versa,
goes tr~ough the District Agencies.

The operational intelligence activity of such a District Agency consists of.
supervising the llinvestigation" and recruiting of new agents and agent handlers,
radio-man, and other co-workers and of passing on to the suberdinate offices
and their agents the missions of the superior offices. Cases in.,which the
District Agencies themselves handle agents are 'infrequent. Thus, for instance,
the General Agency III in KARLSRUREhas District Agencies inFJlivffiURG,FR4NKFDrtT/M,
DIDESSELBORF, and LUEBECKb

,c. The Sub-Agencies(Unter-Vertretungen)

The Sub-agencies, known in internal corBespondence as "1Jv'sll,are the actual
,l1front-staffs" of the Eictive espionage and intelligence activity. Many Sub-
agencies maintain for technical reasons Ibran0h-offices"(Filia:len) the leaders
of which are also official co-workers.

While the General 1\..genciesand the District Agencies are basically located in
West Germany, the Sub-agencies and their branches are established in the di;rect
proximaty to the areas which are to be agitated by espionage and diversiono Since
the key point of the act~vity of the GEHLEN Organization lies in the agitation
work against the German Democratic Republic, the Soviet Union, and the People's
Democratic Lands, it is clear according to the situation that west BERLllf is the
most suitable channel for every kind of agents, spies, and saboteurs and is also
used (in this way) extensively by-GEHLEN. Further centers of focus are Austria,
the borders of the German Democratic Republic, and: the Czechoslovakian Republic.
The most important espionage center, however, is West BERLIN, and thus also the
GERLEN Secret Service has established numerous sub-agencies and b:r:anchesthere.

The missions of a Sub-agE\lncyare: "Investiagtion", recruiting, and schooling
of agents, handling of these agents through re'cruited and self-trained agent
handlers, collection and forwarding _of reports from theagen ts to the District
Agencies, or if the Sub-agencies are subordinate to a General Agency, to the
latter directly.

To cover their espionage activity, the Sub-agencies appear, as do their superior
offices, as trade agencieso Thus the Sub~agency III (Abwehr), with which I was
active, operated under the firm name "Heinz JlilERTENS.".In addition, the Sub-
agencies maintain offices which they likewise cover with firm names and the
locations of which they constantly changeo During my activity in West BERLIN
I learned to know several Sub-agencies and numerous persons employed by themo
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The Sub-agency III (~~bwehr) "Heinz IEEF-TENS"with the cover number V/2663 was
under the leadership of Karl Heinz GiliE.6..RD_(Cover name GIESECKE). His Ylife
Ellen was employed as a secretary, and I myself as the deputy UV leader. The
office of this Sub-agency was located until the summer of 1952 in BER1IN-Wilmers-
dorf, Ruedesheimer Platz, and later move« to BERLIN-Charlottenburg, Leistikow-
strasse 3. Gerhard GIESEC.KE, km;vm in agent circles as "Agent Tim", is a book
dealer by profession and during the War was a first lieutenant with the tank
corps. From the beginning of 1948, he was active as an agent of the French
Intelligence Service. From 1949 he worked for GEHLEN by.whom he was re-called
in the fall of 1953 from West BERLIN and assigned in West Germany"

In addition to the sub-agency "Heinz Iv1ER.TE...rifSlI,there are qctive also in West
BERLIN two Abwehr co"--workerswho are directly subordinate to the Genral Agency
III in LIffiISRUEE. Working under the cover designation "Waldkapelle" is.the
former BERLIN Kriminalrat MORITZ (cover name N~UE)" He is primarily an inter-
rogator; that is, he conducts intelligence interrogations. MORITZ gained
appropriate experience during the war as a co-worker of the infamous, secret
Field Police. The aim of MORITZ-lli~UEis to become leader of the West BERLIN
Criminal Police with the help of the GEHLTI~ Secret Service.

The working of so-called Ilfailures" (mistakes or blunders in cases), as one
calls the arrests or revelations of agents or co-workers, is in the hands of
the former air corps colonel KOLBERG. He was active for many years in the
German Abwehr Service and belonged among others to the Abwehr Office in KOnfIGS-
BERG.

It is further known to me that KOBE...'fiLING(cover name RlJ1ili) , living in BERLll'l"-
Wilmersdorf, was active as a leader of an espionage Sub-agency. SEVERIN. living
in BERLTIf-CharlotteDburg, also leads an espionage Sub-agency. Prior to joining
the GEHLEN Organization, SEVERIN was active for a long time in the i¢'amous
gangster-department "Cultural Aid" of the bandit-organization "Fighting Group
against Inhumanity" (Department lIb, Kurfuerstendamm 106). Under the cover name
SEEBERG, he was formerly espionage chief for Land :Brandenourg. Other t1firmsllare
located in BERLIN-Neukoelln, such as THUESSE1~ and his deputy GROETER, a former
SS officer, and an agent BERGER living in Neukoelln, Sonnenallee" "

The Organization GEHLE1~ maintains in West BERLIN a number of Sub-agencies and
branches which stretch their secret threads and through the German Democratic
Republic and other lands of the press camp with the intention of confusing
the people, of staging treasonable activities as well as sabotage acts and
crimes of all types.

D. The Courier Service

In addition to these organs of the GH;RT,ENSecret Service, which lead and carry
out the practical intelligence work, there are so-called courier offices which
are concerned exclusively with the collection and forwarding of agent reports.

Persons to whom the agents give their reports and from whom they receive their
missions and paym~nt, 'are called "letter boxes". Specified locations where
reports and missions are left (for pick up) are "dead letter boxes." The;ethe
reports are picked up by couriers and the agent handlers and forwarded to branches
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or Sub-agencies. The branches and sub-agencies again submit the collected reports
to other couriers. In West BERLIN the reports, for example, are collected in
the "report center" (Melq.ezentrale) and from there they are s~nt daily·by courier
mail to West Germany by air. Also there they are again given to a flletterbox"
and picked up by couriers of the Distr;ict or General Agencies. The correspondence
from top,to bottom is carried on in the same way. It is known to me that the
courier mail is also forwarded tpxough American Military Mail.

In accordance with the concentration of bran-ches and sub-agencies in the Ilbridge-
head" West BERLIN the West BERLIN "report centerlt has a special significance. It
is led by the former General KLEIKllivP(cover name KLEIBER), who maintains his
office in BERLIN-Dahlem, Buggestrasse under the cover designation "Advertising
Center BERLIN" (Werbezentrale BERLIN), and also has his home there. In accordance
with its significance, this "report center"is directly subordinate to the :I\L'iffi'HCH
General Direction and is in contact with the radio center in 1IDNICH through its
own radio installation.

For forwarding of agent reports to the espionage centers, the normal way of mail
is also used with the use of secret inks. The espionage centers attempt to
maintain conduct with their agents in the German Democratic Republic through the
training of agent radiomen and the .delivery of radio sets.

This summarized view is to give the reader a picture of the many means used to
carry out on the broadest basis espionage and agitation work against the peopies
and their governments which have liberated themselves from imperialistic gUardian-
ship, who represent the matters of peace, and who are opposed to the war prepara-
tions of the American Imperislists.

There is no question that the financing of such a gigantic apparat does not come
from the meager sources of West German finances. Such an espionage apparat
swallows miilions in funds monthly, and these funds are placed at disposal by
those whose interests are served therewith. These are the American War mongers.
1~ subsequent statements will prove these facts undeniably.

On the Methods of Agent Recruiting

The successes of every espionage activity rise and fall with the number of.the
inve~tigative spheres of, and the reliable-work of the agents. Therefore; the
Secret Service GEHLEN directs special attention to the recruiting of suitableagents.

After the finding and destroying of extensive agent nets in the German Democratic
Republic and the People's Democratic Lands since November 1953, GEHL&~ must, if
he wants to retain" the credit of his American employers, continue his agent
recruiting moreintensely~

The recruiting of agents is carried on with all the means of secret cover. Agents
already employed, group leaders (informant handlers), &~d all official co-workers
have in addition to their regular missions the permanent mission of finding new
agents. They direct their attention particularly to persons in whom indication
of an inimical-to-state attitude is noticeable. This groping for such persons,
which is done in private convers~ion, in .letters, etc., is usually- called "tipping"
in agent language •
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If i3uchclues turn out to be promising, a detailed "investigation" of the con-
cerned persons is initiated. Checked are the political and world attitude,
strengths or weaknesses of character, the associations, and habits of living.
Concerning all these proceedings, the selected victim is not oriented.

!If the "investigation r~sults" are positi"ve for the intentions of the secret
service and if an inquiry on the investigated person at the General Direction
resuilrtedin no objection, an "aaproach" is agreed upon. Since the "appro!;}.ch"
represents the critical point of the entire recruiting work, it is prepared
according to the private habits of the selected espionage candidates in all
details of its execution. The meaning and purpose of the "approach" is to
determine by conversation the degree of willingness for agent activity. In this it
is p~sitively not mandatory, and it is even to be prevented, that the conversa-
tion have a noticeable int~lligence nature to the approached persona According
to the results of this "approach", the circumstance and time of the actual re-cruiting are then arranged.

As a means of help for his recruiting work, the Secret Service GEHLEN in West
BERLIN uses numerous organizations and official agencies, such as the "Federal
Refugee Commission," the refugee camps, the "home-expelle"groups, and the -agencies
of the West BERLIN Criminal Police, particularly of Department viI S5 (Political
Police) and viI S4 (interrogation of refugees) in the West BERLIN Police Presidium.
This confirmations are also true for West Germany.

In principle the circle of persons from which agents are recruited is completely
unlimited. One turns, however , with preference to such persons who appear
particularly suited for employment on the basis of their reactionary, military,
and fascist past~ In the German Democratic Republic and the People's Democratic
Lands the attention of the "investigator" and "recruiter" is turned.to such
members of worker parties whose social-democratic and reformist attitude are
known, as well as to Trotzki-ists whose attitude promises successful conclusions-to recruiting.

The °rganiz~ion GEHLEN directs its main interest to the recruiting of such
agents who, due to their positions ,in the government, administration, economy,
and in political parties, have the possibility of obtaining access to secret and
confidential records: In this respect they turn first of all to sllehpersons
who display a changeable political attitude and who reveal a lacking in state
consciousness. For the execution of its espionage and sabotage acts, the GEHLEN
organization depends principally on anti-social and criminal elements.

That the GERLEN Organizapion managed to win over residents of the German Democratic
Republic for agent activity can with other reasons be attributed to the fact that
it sails under a national and patriotic flag. There were persons who were of .
g~e opinion that with their connections to this intelligence service they were
serving the national interests of the German people. This misuse of national
sensitivities is on the instructions of the American Secret Service whose orders
the GEH~f Organization carries out unconditionally.

Also the persons in transmit(moving from one area to the other) provide for the
Secret Service GEHLEN a reservoir for agent recruiting. Exploiting the love of
these persons for their old ,homes, the agents stir up chauvinistic and vengeful
thoughts, and with the promise that a rleturn to the old home is possible, they
awaken the willingness for agent activitYo
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With preference they attempt to recruit such persons who, as a result of an
economical emergency status, are vulnerable to offers of money. Also weaknesses
of character and morals such as druQkenness, sexual aberrations, etc. established
by "tips"'-.and "investigations II , are used as a starting point for recruiting
through the exploitation of the corruptibility of"such persons and the use of
pressure and blackmail methods. A not insignificant point of approach in the
agent recruiting is the connections of relatives between families of East and
West Germany 0

For the extension of its agent nets in foreign lands, the GEHLEN Organization
uses special methodso With emphasis the recruiting of such persons" from the
German Democratic Republic who undertake trips to the Soviet Union and to Lands
of the People's Democracies is carried on. This applies particularly to persons
from the economy, industry, and trade organizations, also to skilled workers,
engineers, and merchants as well as to members of cultural institmtions.

The schooling and training of agents takes place in ragular intervals _ us~ally
once every three ~onths - tr~ough the informant handler (group leader) or theo~h
the branches and ~ub-agencies. Conspirative (under cover) houses in West BERLIN
are used for schooling. It consists in general only in the technical instruction
of agents in respect to their special missionso Particularly important agents
are ordered for short courses to West Germl¥1Y. In so-called inns (Gaestehaeusern)
they are schooled by co-workers of the GEHLEN agencies for their espionage activity
and for submission of intelligence (reports)o Tne attendance of ND schools
(intelligence schools) at which the courses last several months is generally
reserved for only important informant handlers and chief official cO-lforkers.
The agent~ecruited for the radio service receive particularly careful schoolingo

The recruited agent is reported, with the help of a detailed questionaire, through
the responsible General Agency to the General Direction. At the same time the
agent must sign an obligation to the unconditioned fight against Communism,
to implicit obedience, and to secrecy of his activity and all knowledge obtained
in its course. These personal records are kept for security reasons by an
American agency in IvTIJIUC::S:-PULLACH.The recruited agent, named "source", receives,
a cover name to conceal his identity. After a probationary period of usually
three months, the agent is finally given a cover number determined by the General
Direction. If it is necessary for fur.hher cover of the Ilsource", cover identifica-
tion papers "(falsified under the persons cover name) are approved and issued by
the General Direction. The cover papers are prepared in the agency ~TechnicalSecretService" in STUTTGART.

Agents who can no longer carry out their missions to the satisfaction of the
GEHLEN Secret Service, or who have lost their .value for reasons of compromise
(unoover), are either "put out of action" (stillgelegt) or irnm~diateiy lidisposed
of" (abgeschaltett); that is, the contact to them is broken. This "disposed" is
made so inconsiderately that the agent no longer has the possibility of turning
for advise and assistance to the organization for which he was good enough to
carry out espionage service. It is the usual fate of all agents who betray their
~eople. In addition, they seldom are able to escape from uncovery by the security
organs and from pVBisnwent for their treasonable activity.

May these clarifying words on the methods of agent recruiting be an admonition
and warning to every German person. A longer clarification that agent activity
against the ~chievBments of the working men of a people and against the government
of a state of wo~kers and farmers is criminal treason to the life of the nation is
certainly not needed. _ 16 •.• ':' 652 1'oS



The Espionage Activity of the GEllLEN Organization against Frances~ _

With the espionage activity against tlieGerman Democratic RepUblic, against the
People's Democratic Lands, and with the spying on West German authorities and
parties, the sphere of activity of the GEBELEN Secret Service is not yet com~
pletely shown. Also the western neighboring states of.Germany, particularly
France, are under the observation of GEHLEN agents.

A controversial problem between the West German and the French monopoly-capitalists
jis known to be the S~aro In the current political status in the Saar, also the
Secret Service GEHLEN is not uninvolved there in the development. Furthermore,
he maintains in the Saar area a widely-branched agent net with the aim of checking
on the French and pro-fascist powers and of resolving the Saar question in the
sense of the German imperialistso

Trhough my own activity and on the basis of directives of the General Agency in
KARLSRUHE, it is known to me that intelligence work against representatives of
the French High Commission in Germany has been conducted.

At the end of 1951, I received the information that from the side of the French
High Commission, official steps were to be taken to meet with representatives
of the German Democratic Republic for a discussion on the German question. From
the French side the correspondent of·the newspaper "Le Monde", which was close
to the French Foreign Ministry,GeorRes PEUGHENIER, was assigned with this(mission)

,he is active with the Frenoh Military Government in BERLIN. It was further
revealed that PEUCHENTEiR was to negotiafe on orders of the advisor of the FrenchHigh Commission, De NOBLET.

The GEHLEN Secret Service was eagerly interested in the course of th~s meeting
with representatives of the German Democratic Republ~c. It was possible for me
to play my agent Herbert h--uETTMANNto PEUCHENIER and to obtain records on the
first discussion, which I immediately forwarded ~o the General agencyo There
and also at the General Direction a great significance was given to these things,
and I was ordered to collect further information&

As a result of the arrest of HUETTMANN by the security organs of the German
Democratic Republic, the contact was interrupted in ¥Jarch 19520 During a.confer,;.;.
rence in the Genral Agency, I received in July 1952 from LEIDL-BENZINGER the order
to obtain new contacts to the circles of the ,French High Comniission in West BERLIN
in order to put the Organization GEHLEN most accurately in the picture on the
steps of France on the Gerl1lanquestion. On 18 December 1952 I was ordered in
wri ting, under the number 7054, by the General Direction to clarify (investigate)
by intelligence methods the representatives of the French Nlilitary Adlliinistration
in BERLIN and the representative of the "Agimce F:rance Presse," RAVODX, and his
contacts. I carried out this mission bY_February 1953. This example confi~ms
once the far-reaching espionage activity of theGEH1Et~ Secret Service and addi-
tionally ~he fact that the states tied to America are constantly spied upon by
the GEH~T Organization subjectively and objectivelyo

G~~T_~:cret_~ervi~: ~h:~~ ~~_i~~~~r~~~~:~~2_!:~~_~:~~~~
In connection with the espionage activity of the GEHL~J Organization against the
Western states, it is again mentioned that also all political and economical
institutions of West Germany. are penetrated by informan'ts of GEBLENn
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BENZINGER and other co-workers of the General
Agency it is known to me at even in the office for the Protection of the
Constitution (Amt fuer V rfassungsschutz), informants efGEHLEN are sitting.
Rhus in the central of he Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution
(BfV), a certain RAn is active for the GEHLEN Secret Sercive. In the West

BERLIN Field Office of the KOELN BfV are sitting, in the Deparltment "Federal
Refugee Commission, "I COSSMAlIJNand/limN since the summer of 1952 as irrformants ofGEHLEN •. _.'.c I

~ otto. -

The-Commander of the West BERLIN Security Police (Schutzpolizei), DuENSING
maintians close connections through the leader of the West BERLIN report central,
the former General KLEIK:AMP, to GEHiTIEN. I managed to recruit a number of
irrformants in the West BERLIN Criminal Police. The creation of such an extensive
net of informants serves on the one hand ·to facilitate to Abwehr (counter~
espionage) work, arid on the other hana prepares for the lifting of the illegality
of the GEHLEN Organizationo

The-agent ne't of the GEHLEN Organization which is at the disposal of the American
Secret Services in West Germany and in West BERLIN is, not last of all,an
instrument with the help of which the men behind the scenes can learn quickly,
of every deviation from the American course and then attempt to prevent ito

This fact should be recognized by all conscientiously responsible Germans who
assume they are serving a German security organization. The life interests of
our people can never be in accord with the wor'ld mastery plans of the American
War mongers. We need eventually unity, peace, and construction, without the
guardianship of thos.e powers to whom "cold" and "hot" wars are only means of
to lncrease their profits.

The American Leadership----~------~.----------
I have alfeadyreferred several times to the fact that the so-called West
German Intelligence Service "Organization GEHLEN" is a secret service founded
and financed by the Ame-rican:;;,and the results of which are placed at the
disposal of the American Military leadership. It is natur~lly no conclusive
proof if I base my claims only on the fact that the millions in funds necessary
f.ermaintenance of l?u~ a large espionage' apparat could not be rai-sed only from
the German side. I therefore want to solidify my claim by stating other factso
This is necessary alone to make clear to every German that the Organization
GEHLEN serves no national interests, but to the contrary presents a nationaldanger.

We'will begin wi th the foiinding of the GEHLENOrganization • .AB the former Nazi
GenerarGEBLEN firstbegmi"witlithe creation of his Ill'>paratin 1946, there was
still no government" iii.est GermB.n;Y,:with any-kind of sovereign rights. All"
measures, even the fohriding of Ullions (Vereineri), were subject to the control
0:( the Occupation Powers, that is,theMi1itarYGoverfunents. Contrary to this,

"GEHLEN could ouild up his espionage organization unhiddered, and "it was with the
strengths which according to the existing Allied laws were subject to a strong
control and were consid~red a danger to the democratizing of Germanyo
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The build-up of this organization, therefore, proceeded with the knowledge .
and desire of an Occupation Power. The founding of the GEELEN Secret Service
begun in Bavaria where still today the most important central agencies, as
for example, the General Direction in hillNICH,are located. Bavaria is American
occupied area, and selected as the site of the General Direction was pullacher
Straase in l\t,"UNTCHwhich lies in the American quarter.

No German person, even the most foolish, can accept the belief that the Americans
founded an espionage orgqnization in order to place it at the disposal of a West
German government for carrying out independent politics. The Americans not only
buildup the GEHLEN Secret Service, but for years have financed it with millionsof funds.

Many things in the technical course of the espionage activity of the Secret
Service GEHLEN give further revelation of the American leadershipo As at the
beginning of 1950 I was taken over as fr co-worker, I asked my UV leader, GERHARD,
what protective measures would be placed in effect for me,in case I were arrested
through my activity for the GEH1EN Organization by the German Criminal officials-
or Western Allied Security organso I Was then told that the Americans would appear
at anY-time as,the protector of the GEHLEN Organization. I was instructed in case
of arrest or other difficulties with German police offices to remain silent on
membership of th~ GEHLIDf Organization and to immediately demand an officer of
"CICil. After giving my agent number and right name, and after a short check my
release and solution of all difficulties would take placeo

In the course of my espionage activity in West BERLIN, numerous cases became
known to me of co-workers and agents of the GEHLEN Secret Service being arrested
by the Police on suspicion of having connections to the security organs of the
democratic lands. In all cases the American intelligence service CIC intervened
and the concerned persons had to be releaseli by the Crimihal Police. The "attendill€
to"the West BERLIN GEHLEN people is in the hands of the "CIC" Officer Mr.FONTAINE
from ~he agency at Kaiser Wilhelm Strasse 4. FONTAI~~ also protected such GEBDEN
people agairist whom illegal dealings could-be proved. Thus I remember from the
year 1951 the arrest of allagent BArn and one other person who had formerly been
employed in too East Editor ts Office of the "Tel~gTaphlt, both of whom held in
ahatel one of their agents by the nanie of KRICK by thTeatening hiinwith a weapon
in order to force statements from him. Despite the act of deprivation of personall
freedom arid pOssession of a. weapon "CIDf! brought about the immediate release qf
these criminals and ordered the destruction of the dossiers prepared at the-West
BERLIN Police Presidiumo

Also agents who when arrested have falsified personal identity papers in their
possession are covered by the Americans. These facts are known precisely to th~
responsible case workers.in the West EERLIN Criminal POlice, and there one
designates the GEBLEN Secret Service '~uite officially as a West Germqn organiza-tion under American leadership.

The contact between the central West BERMAN offices of the GEHlEN Organization
and the West BERLIN Sub-agencies is maintained exclusively by air. A flight from
West BERLIN to FRANKFURT/~ain and return costs on the cheaper night flight 138 DM
West. When one considers that there is very great traffic to show, the travel
costs alone require a considerable part of the budget of this secret organizationo
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Also here the American support appears. The co-workers of the GEHL~~ Organiza-
tion are entitled to use for their business trips the Air planes of the American
Occupation Power at the request of the General Direction so-called: "travel
ordersll which are issued by the American Occupation Authorities are sent to the
agents. Thes"e are the same travel orders which entitle the Americans to use the
airplanes. I myself used American lililitaryairplanes on my trips to West Germany
with the help of these travel orders. These planes travel between the American
tCilitary Airports at BERLIl'I-Tempelhofand Rhein-Main at FRlI.NKFDRT/Main. Also
for trips of agents by railroad in West Germany the duty trip certificates valid
for the Occupation Powers are issued.

P~erican Military planes are not only at the disposal of co-workers of GEHLEN
for duty travel, but also carry the dajly courier service between West Germany
and West BERLIN. For the courier service also the American Military Mail is
used. This courier mail which contains the reports of the Sub-agencies for
their superior offices and the instructions and assignments for the subordinate
offices, is forwarded in sealed mail bags. In West Germany a central letter box
is known to me to be in the direct vicinity of the American Military Airport at
FRANK!.<'UR T/Ma ih •

Also all technical means of assistance for the espionage activity, for example
the entire radio equipments, ate provided by the Americans. I saw these agent
radio sets in Kfu~LSRUHE, and the case worker of the General Agency, KUGLER, con-

'versed with me and my chief at that time, GERHARD - GIESECKE, on the radio sets.
It is further knovm tlo..atthe radio sets of American origin confiscated recently
by the security organs of the German Democratic Republic were viewed by the
broad public. Ailisothe Sub-agency III (Abwehr) in West BERLIN, to which I
belonged, was to recruit with emphasis guiding radiomen and agent radiomen and
then send them for training to West Germany.

Alongside of this apparent support of the Organization GEBLEN by the .A.lJlericans
in the technical field, the American guidance in the actual intelligence work
appeared only under cover. Thus the actual work of the American Intelligence
liaison officers at the GEHLEN Direction and the form of submitting ghe espionage
reports to them is known only to the co-workers who themselves have something to
do with these things. In discussion with case workers of the GERLEN agency in
KARLSRUHE and with LEIDL-J3ENZINGER, several facts about this becam§l known to me.
It was corilirmed to me that a close"relationship exists between the GEHLEN people
and the American Liaison officers and that the Americans govern this espionageorganization •

.An example of this. One of my informants who is active in the "League of Free
Jurists," was summoned in the fall of 1952 to cooperate with the American espionage
service HClD". Although pressure was exerted by the Americans, the person men-
tioned could not decide in favor of this activity. I 'immediately notified the
the GEHL~I Agency III which asked for a ruling on the matter from the responsible
American liaison officer. A short time later the instruction came from the General
Agency that tl-18"GID" had desisted from the co-vwrk of my informant. However,
cases also became known to me in which the organization GEHLEN for understandable
reasons was not interested in the submission of intelligence to the Americans.
Such reports had to be designated viith an uA..W." in a red circle.
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It is further known to me that co-workers selected by the personnel depart-
ment of the General Direction take study-trips to the USA for several months
were they are to learn the organization and working methods of the "}l'BI."
Thus the departure for the USA of the agent MORITZ who was active in West
BERLIN for GEHLEN Agency III (Abwehr), was set for early 1953. I took care
of the formalities at that time with my former chief GEP~&~.

The direct influence of the American intelligence services is also reco~llizeable
in the correspondence. In the instructions from the General Direction to the
Gerneral Agencies the reference was not infrequently made that American agencies
requested certain clarifications (investigations). Since the correspondence
ia in the most conceivably polid form, American missions are indicated as follows:
"A friendly side requests that •••", or also, "a friendly side inforrArus that ••••"

The financing of the GEHELN Secret Service by the Americans I have already
mentioned. This important fact, was not only always again confirmed to me by
leading co-workers , but is also considered simply as natural. Budget con-
ferences and discussions for granting of additional funds took place without
exception in the presence of Americans. On the occasion of my stop in YJG~LSRUHE,
LEIDL-BN~ZINGER told me.in July 1952 that he would soon hold conferences on
financing questions with the Americans. In this, this higher agent expressed
the hope to be able to obiJ3ainadditional funds for the year 1952.

There are still further facts which speak for the dependence of the GEHLEN
Organization on the Americar~. For agents who possess pistols of American
origin, American weapons I permits are issued. The so-called inns (Gaeste-
haeuser) in which agents are schooled and which are used for conferences of
the central offices, are all villas confiscated by the ~~erican Occupation
Forces. One such Gaestehaus was maintained by the General Agency III in
Schwaebisch Hall. Already in November 1951 LEIDL-BUTZINGER said in my pre-
sence that they would have to concern themselves with obtaining a new inn
since it had already been noticed by the populace that only Germans were
frequenting this house which had been confiscated by the American Occupation
Forces. In Dec 1952 this house was ~ctually given up.

The facts given by me prove clearly that the so-called West German Intelligence
Service GEHLEN is no German Ihtelligence Service, even if it is prJ-marily carried
by German strengths(personnel). It is paid by the Americans, supported by them
in every way, and therefore works for its oversea employer. The fact is that
many nationalistically inclined co-workers of the GERLEN Organization represent
the standpoint that in the current situation of the cold war, one should use
the open purse of the Americans unscrupulously. They are further of the opinion
that the American foreign political aims are in accord with those of the Germans
imperialists, and they see in an effective intelligence service with German
personnel the means for carr;ying through their politics • .also represented is
the view that one (the Germans) must first 'again make oneself strong in orderto later make oneself independento

In this attitude are contained three signific2nt mistakes, namely, a political
error, an underestimation of American business conduct, and an error in basic
intelligence thought. The political error is the conception of the ADN1.aUER
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Regime which in its last results will lead to West Germany being turned into
a field of battle of the P~erican war. The destructuion of Gerffianyis included
in the foreign political and military aims of the USA without sentimentality.
"vVhoeverplaces the German interests wi th those of the Americans plays knowingly
with ideas of a new world war and is equally guilty in the unavoidable devasta-
tion of his fatherland, in the destruction of women and chilQren.

The underestimation of the American business conduct is -L)asedon the assum~;tion
that one day one will be able to break away from the American financiers. GEELEN
and his men have sold themselves now for eight years to the Americans and in part
they have not yet become conscious of the importance of this dealing~ As long
as these agents represent the interests of the American monopoly-capitalists
and increase their profits, everything is in order. Should they one day get
the idea, however, to fill their own pockets, they will be unscrupelously kicked
out; the Americans are also in the field of intelligence affairs dispassionate
and brutal businessmen.

The error in intelligence thinking lies in GERLEIif'sendeavor to become one day
the legal German espionage serviceo It is always possible that under the given
political relationships and under American pressure, GEHLEN will take over the
military clarification (intelligence) service in the West Gern:an Army. But I
consider in this case the ~~1ericans to be too cunning politically to make such
a decision error as to openly insert its kno~~ agents and practiced agent apparato'
The fact that the GEHLEN Organization is under the leadership of experienced
American agents does not ofIer on the other hand a guarantee for security to
any government. Serving as a warning is the example of the last chief of the
German espionage service, Admiral CANARIES, who under HITLER was himself active
as an agent of the English and the Arnericanli.

From all these considerations I arrive at my earlier mentioned conclusion that
the GEHLEN Secret Service is no national security organ, but presents for the
German people a deadly danger. With the same right as the GETILEN Orgarization a
German Secret Service could be build itself up under English and French leadership
and claim to be recognized as the West German intelligence service and counter
intelligence (Abwehr) org~nization.

On the basis of my experiences I find it necessary to give my oplnlon on still
another question which above all the agents of the GEilLEN Secret Service active
in the German Democratic Republic and also all co-workers of other Western In-
telligences Services should considero The German people, after the tertible
catastrophe of 1945, are confronted with the problem of exerting all its strength
and its creative spirit to overcome the results of the Hitler war. The strengths
needed for this are above all in the economy, industry, and in invention and
research affairs. From my activity it is known to me that the General Direction
of GEHLEN, on orders of the Americans, carries on extensive espionage in the
economy fields~ Known in West Germany economy circles is the frightening thorough-
ness .nth which the Americans robbed Germany of all patents, invention and re-
search records after the waro Under the front of wanting to inform themselves
on the alleged armament production, intensive economical and industrial espionage
against the German Democratic Republic is no~ carried on. That means that the
working strength and the inventive spirit of the German man is being made usefulto the American monopolists.

It is regrettable that unfortunately none of the agents draws the necessary con-
clusion from these national considerations. But the reflection would be rewarding,
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re~arding above all to the Germqn persons who due to false national ideas have
already become victims of the American war politics and its supporting armamentmonopoli es.

Just in the Organization GEHUill~ central American offices have the l~adership
in their hands, so in the smaller espionage and terror groups such as "Fighting
Group Against Inhumanity," If League of Free Jurists," ect., it is the locally
resDonsible American intelligence service. With flatly frightening demagogy the
Ame;icans lU1ew to involve our Fatherland, with the help of GeIman people, in the
net of their secret services. These secret paid organizations are nuclear troops
in the cold war of American imperialism against the peace strengths in Germany
and in Europe. They prepare with theyr activity a new world war and at the same
time are the eyes of the Americans over Germany and over the political, economical,and cultural life of the German populacee

----------------------------------------------
After the detailed sketch of the build-up and activity of the GEHLEN Organiza-
tion, it is appropriate to give also a general view of the work of American or
American-guided secret services in West Germar~. This clarification is to con-
tribute to the German people's learning to know all the secret powers working
against their life interests. At the same time one can conclude from the mass
application of secret services ho~ strong in reality the democratic peace camp
in Germany and in Europe is estimated to be by the American war mongers. Within
the frames of the strategic aims and the tacti-esof the cold war, the application
of intelligence services is of decisive significance. The intelligence services
are not only the most important weapons, but with their successful or unsuccess-
ful application, the P~nericanMastery demands stand or fall~

The intelligence services are secret services; that is, th~work unrecognized
by friend and foe, and only a small number of persons, the leadership groups,
are informed on the missions, the active co-workers and agents as well as thelocations used.

The missions of an intelligence service are:

1. To clarify the strength of the opponent militarily,
economically, and politically.

This activity one calls espionage.
2. To bury the strengths and resistance powers of the opponent

in military, economical, and political fields, and to disturb them.This activity one calls sabotage.
3. To clarify the intelligence activity of the opponent, to hinder it,

and to learn his intentions.
This activi~J one calls Abwehr or counter espionage.

In accordance with these listed missions, there are various intelligence service
groups Viith vari ed fields of viOrk. If one carTies 'the above-named missions of
intelligence services into practice, for example into the sphere of the GermanDemocratic Republic, it means that:
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1. Clarification, that is, espionc;.geagainst the entiTe mili tary appar-at
of the Soviet Securi~J TTOOpS lying in the aTea of the GennanDemocTatic
Republic. Likewise against the groups of the Garrisoned People's Police
including the Border Police. Espionage against the entiTe economy and
industry, traffic affairs, energy supply, financial affairs, planning,
statistics, and research. Clarification of the inner ::md outer political
intentions of the Government, on the activity of political parties and the
democratic mass organizations, on the social conditions and on the moralof the popul~ce.
Carrying out of sabotage in the fields listed under point le
means of open and illegal propaganda to the use of explosives
other means of destruction and disturbance are used~

3. ClaTification of the security organs of the German Democratic Republic
and combatting of all strengths in Germany which are for ~~e peaceful re-
gulation of the German problem and faT an und.ersta,rldingwith the SovietUnion.

2. In this all
as well as

The powers war-lung for these criminal cims are divided into:

a) Chief official co-worker-swho ferm the lead.ership and work staffs
in the intelligence service; the residents, tLey are the agent handlers
who can be chief official strengths, but mostly also carr~ out another
occupational activity and are secret-eo-workers. The residents ~re the
"cadre reserves" of every espionage service.

b) Agents who form the mass of the active spies. Their selection and re-
cr-uitment takes place according to current situations and missions.
The intelligence services appropriate from capitalism in the recruitment
of agents the propagated principle that every person can be llbought",
in which only the manner and r-ateof payment plays a role. The purchase
price for an agent is not always money, although it naturally playa
decisive role. In the present situation nationalistic and chauvirQstic
endeavors, vengence-seeking militarism, Trotz~~ist and Tito~ist ideas,
not overcome Fascist and neo-Fascist attitudes, middle-class conservatism,
and religious fanatism promote the recruitment of agents.

Thus it happens that they recruit from the many classes and circle~ of the populace
Although a large part of the agents consists of foreign adventureBs, refugees,
work-shy subjects, and criminal elements, there are also many who, in the false
belief they are dealing in the interest of the people and the homeland, becameagents of P~erican imperialism.

In ihe agents one differentiates finally befween the schooled and those trained
for special missions, the locality-bound agents and the traveling agents. Further
there are agents who carry out no activity (sabotage) but who act as couriers andletter boxes~

These por-trayals and many daily occurrences prove that the government of the USA
and its supporting strengths of the monopoly-capital, are the initiators of the
cold war: Therefrom is revealed also that the American intelligence service
takes today a dominating position. It has dethroned the "old" intelligence serivces
of the ',Vester-n·World, "The Secret Service" and the ltDuxienne Bureault• Whoever is
familiar with the history of secret services, is certainly astonished by thesefacts.
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Actually until shortly before the last World War the USA had no constant and
thoroughly organized intelligence and espionage service. For individual special
missions the "FBI" under the leadership of HOOVER ViaS responsible, and the rest
was in the hands of the diplomatic foreign representations, particularly theMilitary attaches.

In place of this the American financial dynasty and rulers over coal, oil,steel,
and press had their own - excellent as well as unscrupelous _ agencies and agents~
The armament billionares were in the position to buy the best strengths. The most
able agents carDein America from the professions of law and journalism. First at
the beginning of the last world war, on the basis of military and economic con-
siderations and to counter the enemy espionage and sabotage, was the "crcll (Counter
IntelligelilleCorps) founded. Later, further intelligence organizations for Army,
Air Corps, and Navy were formedo

Although these agencies were built up in quick time and money played no role,
there was a lacking in leadership and skilled help_ From the ranks of the Federal
Police and the Army there were only a few co-workers at disposal. It was 'luickly
decided to draw for experienceoc strengths from the agents of ltlarge capital."
Therewith the ~~lerican intelligence organs from the beginning on came under the
power of the monopolists. An example of this development is given by the rise of
the DULLES circles. TDe present American Foreign 1linister John Foster DULLES is .
the owner of the best-knov'illbusiness law firm on Wall street, SULLIVAN and CROM'HELJ..
His brother, Allen W. DJLlES, organized during world war II in Switzerland secret
negotiations with the aim of winning imperialistic circles in Germany for the
contracting of an separate peace treaty_ He was leader of the American Secret
Service in Switzerland from 1942 to 1945. The sister of these two, Eleanor
DULIES, is employed in the espionage service of the USA Foreign Yrinistry in
WASHINGTON, and recently appeareoc in West BERLIN, shortly before the 17 JuneHPutsch.IJ

vnlat effects these facts have on the working methods of the American Secret
Service and on the supporting and covering of criminal acts of agents, is hardly
immagineable for tilesimple person. That which is lacking for the American In-
telligence services and espionage organizations is experience compared to the old
strengths of the "Intelligence Service" of the English, the "Duxienne Bureau" of
the French, and the lJAbwehr" of the Germans, they believe to be ab_le to equalize
through use of dollars. Despite the mass bpying of agents, the results of the
l~nerican intelligence services were not overwhelming.

After the war the Americans had at their disposal many records 2nd also skilled
strengths of the German, Italian, and Japanese intelligence services. The know-
ledge aC'luired therefrom led to an €xtensive re-organization of the fu7JericanIn-
telligence affairs. T'DUS, for example, in 1947 in connection vdth the I1Law
of the Year 1947 on National :Defense,1funder supervision of the National Security
Council the flClA" (Control Intelligence Agency) was founded in order to coordinate
the work of the individual intelligence organs. ~~rther, after the war in the
conquered and occupied lands skilled strengths of former intelligence services
were recruited as agents and agent leaders, and as it was the case particularly
in West Germ~~y, orgalllzations were obtained which worked independently and were
occupied only at the top by representatives of the American intelligence service,
or Dhich received orders from them.
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In the COl.ll'Se of tl~e r>oli tical development in r-:ost-~~;:.~Cl:ryears Cind after the
opening of the cold war, which also permitted West Germany to change from a
conquered, plundered, and bombed enemy to an "allyn of the USA. These so-calL d
national espionage organs and other intelligence cover organizations became on
important weapon of the Americans.

1'heforming of a paid army of sl,ies and "diver-tersltitself became such a severe
financial burden for the very high armament funds of the USA in the course of
time, that in the year 1951 the "Law for I2utual Guarantee of Securi ty" was passed
by Congress. On the basis of this law in the budget of the USA is contained the sum
of 100 million dolb. rs for financing of

ltpreferentially selected persons who li'vein the Sovie t Union, in Poland,
in Czechoslovakia, in RungarJ, Roumcmia, 03ulgaria, Albania, or who fled
from their lands, or for the uniting of such persons for establishing of
armed forces, supporting orgalrizatians of the North Atlantic Pact, or for
other purposes."

Through the directive tlAidfor Foreign Statesu of 20 June 1952, the provision
of financial means was further extended and even monies from the budget of the
North Atlantic Pact were offered for espionage and sabotage purposes.

How does this extensive activity of the Americans now affact the fields of
espionage, of sabotage, and diversion in our German homeland?

In West Germany there were built up in addition to the government, the coalition
parteis, the press and radio, which "bound by dollars" follow the American course,
a number of German organizations which were financed and guided by American in-
telligence or political agencies, and which carry an active espionage and infiltra~
tion principally against the German Democratic Republic.

In the course of my many years activity as deputy chief of the Abwehr office
of the '.'lestGerman intelligence service "Organization GEHIEN" in West BERLIN,
these relationships became known precisely to me through my daily work. Exculding
the English and the French intelligence services, the most important American
and American-West German secret services and organizations are named following this

L

Since I carried out my activity mainly in West BERLIN, mu presentation is also
mainly directed to the West EERLlli relationships in which, however, it is to be
concluded that West BERLIN is the most important channel for all agents, and in
West EERLIN there is shown a concentration of all working organs of the existingsecret services.

First of all, the most important American intelligence servicest

tlCIC" (Counter Intelligence Corps) with the main mission in counter espionage
(Abwehr). At the same time espionage nets are also formed and led by "Clen• The
most active tlCIC" office in West EERLIN is located in EERLIN-Steglitz, Kaiser
Wilhelm str 4, and in under the leadership of a Colonel WALlACH. He is known
among the \feEt BERLIN government and Police circles under the cover name LORENZ,
and is called ":fatcheeks" (Plumpsbacke) by the internal German "CIC" co-workers.

"MID" (Military Intelligence Detachment), whose mission is in the field of
military espionage. The West BERLIN central of trds espionage organization is
in BERLIN-Zehlendorf, Clay Allee. It is infamous through its unscrupelous manner
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to refugees, above all those from Poland and the Czechoslovakian Republic. The
alien Refugee camp in BERLIN-Steglitz, Rothenburgstrasse, which serves for re-
cruiting of agents, is under the leadership of this intelligence organ.

"CID" (Counter Intelligence Department) concerns itself first of all with the
investigation of the activity of the state security agencies of the German
Democratic Repulic, the People's Democracies, and the Soviet Union. Among
others, the "CID" also checks on the work of the known espionage organization
tlLeague of (lJ'reeJurists." The liaison man between "IUDtt and the Jurists Le8.0o-ue
is a certain lrr. STRONG, whose special abilities are in the field of using the
"lie detector". Its use is the same as the t~chnical working methods of the
electro-cardiogram, the heart and nerves reactions of a person determined by
questions in an interrogation.

ttOSltt is what the intelligence service of the American Air Corps calls itself.
This agency is known in intelligence circ les of West BERLIN as lIthegangster
organization." Its most important business office lies in BERLIN~Tempelhof,
Columbiadamm. The scandals occurring there have more than once been exposed in
the Western press, as for example in the fall of 1952 in the case of the agent
Baron von GA.LERA. "OSI" lets its agents work primarily in the field of espionage
against air corps of the Soviet Union and the People's Democracies, as well as
the clarification of the research work in the technical fields etc. In addi-
tion this agency carries on an intensive economical and industrial espionage.
Along wi th Americans such as SHERMa.N, HOFftJA.NN,and SILVER are working there
steadily the Germans HORN and FUCHS.

Along with the named American intelligence services there are such organizations
as "Public Safety" (Office for Public Security) which concerns itself with spying
on administrations, parties, organizations, and the populace of West BERLIN, and
it leads the West BERLIN Police.

Still a short view of the ~trnerican~WestGerman intelligence organizations. Also
here only the best known can be named. As already mentioned, these organizations
consist almost only of German personnel while the Americans are the financiers
and leaders. To these organizations belong:

The "Organization GEHLEN" as the most important, largest and best _organized in...•
telligence organization with its centrals in West Germany.

The "Office for Protection of the Constitutionlt (Verfassungsschutz) which in
addition to its central in KOELN (Federal BfV) maintains in all West German Lands
an office subordinate to the Land Governments. As an official establishment of
the West German Government, the dependence of these offices on the Americans is
apparent less frequently. It is known, nevertheless, that the leadership of the
"Bundesamt fuer Verfassungsschutzlt is in the hands of an old agent of the English
Secret Service, JOHN. In the responsible positions of these offices are sitting,
nevertheless, informants of the Organization GEHLEN. Since also the Land LIVls
in the American occupied Zone are completely under the influence of the American
agencies, the Americans have assured themselves of a decisive influence in the
BONN BfV.

In this connection of importance is the determination that the financing of the
Verfassungsschutz, whose activity is directed without exception against all powers
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which are not in accord with the BONN War course, comes from the monies placed
at the disposal of the West German Government for mobilization of all strengthsfor conducting the American cold war.

The Espionage Group ItHeinz" im Amt BLANK is truely only a small organization
with about three dozen permanent co-workers, but in the area of the German
Democratic Republic it has developed an intensive espionage activity. The
leader of this investigation service, the former Colonel in the special-regiment
"Brandenburg 800", HEINZ, is under control of the Organization GEHLEN 0 He is
to prepare the way for the American favori te GEHLEN in order to make himfl official/lAbwhhrmann/lin the BONN War ,Ministry.

The nY.J.nistryfor All German Q.uestions," under the leadership of lVlinisterKAISER,
is the personal espionage organ of ADENAUER, the strongest, governing exponent
of American War politics in Europe. The KAISER )linistry receives the lion's share
of the monies which the Americans place at disposal for espionage purposes.
Numerous spies and experts for provocation propaganda of the KAISER Ministry
have located their offices in West BERLIN. They are in the refugee offices, in
the West BERLIN agencies of the BONN Government, and in the party of ADENAUER
and KAISER, the CDN, as well as in the so~called East Baero (Ostbuero) of thisparty.

A.group very active in espionage and propaganda of the KAISER Ministry in West
BERLIN operates under the leadership of the journalistb~ACH. His wife heads
in West BERLIN the East editorship of the war provoking paper "Der Tag" and is
further active as a free co-worker of West German newspaper, among them the
FRA};DURT "Nachtausgabe". The actual leader of the investigation work of this
group is the former case worker in the Air Research Office of the Nazi Air
Ministry, OHLBRECHT. ThetfFighting Group agains t Inhumani ty" (KgU) has become
sufficiently known to the public through numerous proceedings as well as through
the publicity of the former case worker in the llCultural Aid" of the KgU, HICKE.
I can confirm all published facts of the criminal activity of this organizations
as completely true, just as all Police agencies and other informed offices in
West BERLIN would have to do if they wanted to be honest with themselves. Despite
a complete unmasking, the Americans continue to hold their protecting hand over this'
bandit organization. One of the most brutal gangsters of this organization,
BAlTZ, Cover name LEDER, enjoys the sfecial favoritism of the Americans.

The !'Lea.:,oueof Free Juristslt (BfJ) is also known to the public as the aid organiza-
tion to the American Secret Service, so that neither on theleade:r; ERDMANN (cover
name FRIEDENAU) and his co-.worker staff in BERLIN-Zehlendorf West, Limastr 29,
nor Dn the working methods of this espionage central is it necessary to say any-
thing • This espionage organization is subordinate to the American MID Office inWest BERLIN.

The so~called "Ostbueros" of' the West German political parties, CDU, FDP, and
SPD, which are financed and guided by the party directorates in West Germany and
have their own offices in West BERLIN, are pure agent centrals. Under the cover
name "Social Care for the Refugees of the CDU from the GDR, Itthe ADENAUER Party
established in BERLIN-Charlottenburg, Reichsstrasse, its agent and infiltration
apparat. Here is employed the personal friend of KAISER and agent of the American
Secret Service, Dr. JOEHREN, residing in BERLIN-Tempelhof, Kaiserkorso. JOEHREN
is at the same time the publisher of the KAISER Nrinistry financed provocation
periodical "Entscheidung" (De.cision). Since the West BERLIN populace shows no
interest in this (bad) I1Decisionlt(tlFehi-Entscheidungtl), they attempt to smuggle
this as a provocation paper into the German Democratic Republic at the cast of
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the ,KAISER }If..inistry. The "Union of Foli tical East Refugees" (no), under the
influence of the CDU, is likewise an eSlionage directing office financed by
American money. As a result of a close cooperation with the West BERLIN refugee
agencies, the espionage organization obtains its victims almost exclusively from
the ranks of persons fleeing from the Republic (East).

Also organizations such as the ominous "Groups of Home Expelleeslf, including
their so-called care establishWent in BERLIN-Charlottenburg, Kaiserdamm, or such
as the "Union of Victims of Stalinism"(VSO) receive for their agent activity
as well as for their intensive provocatir~ propaganda considerable financial
support from American agencies. In these organizations, above all the ideas of
revenge and hatred berween peoples is bred~"

Organizations such as "Freedom League" and the present "League for Human Rights"
are occupied viith beir West German centrals and their Viest BERLIN directing
offices in the illegal destruction of provocating writings have in part a criminal
character. Thus in the brochure "Increase o:fthe Work Norms,1t by use o:fexamples
the workers o:fthe German Democratic Republic were calld on to make themselves
sick and incanable of work" The criminal authors went so far as to claim that
their describ~d self-maiming (or mutilation) would have no phisical or health
damaging effects. These organizations also, sailing uBder the flag of humanity,
are without exception financed by American so~'ces"

A fUTther espionage organization is the "InfoTmation Office West," under the
leadership of BOLTI£~~N, which along with the publishing of press information
of the German Democre.tic Republic (agent news) occupies itself with espionage inevery form for the P~ericans.

Also the refugee agencies of the BONN Government, the so-called "Bundesnotau:f_
nahme" (Federal Re:fugee Recogr..ition Commission), are indirect directing agencies
:for the American SecTet Service. This is apparent particularly in West BERLIN
where every re:fugee is brought for intelligence evaluation to the occupation
agencies, BERLIN-Charlottenburg, Karolingerplatz. Later the refugees are subject
to a detailed questioning in the so...•called "Pre-screening II" by co-workers of
the Ver:fassungsschutz and the espionage organizations of the War ,Ministry BIA1"'K
and if suitable for active agent activity are recrni ted. The"Pre-screening 11ft
is under the leadership of the employees of the Verfassungsschutz, COSE~MNN and
R.fillN. Both are at the sam time informants of GEHLEN for whom they-were recruited
personally by me in the summer of 1952. The refugee camps in West BERLIN in
addition, with their numerous un-recognized (not o:f:ficiallyaccepted) refugees
who due to their state o:fneed sink to asocial elements, have become permanent
recruiting offices for cheap agents, saboteurs, and terrorists. Because of their
st~ong participation in crimes, they have become an almost unbearable burdento the West BERLIN populace.

A particularly typical American agent and in:filtration central with German case
workers is also "RIASft (Radio in the American Sector). The public has already
been clarified: in detail on the criminal activity of URIAS". It is again
emphasized, however, that "RilS" is an American radio station 2.Jldt.b..atthe
German employees are subject to F~erican legislation. It can always again be
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determined that "lUAS" is not only a pure America...'1propaganda machine, but it
also maintains an intensively working espionage department which is led by a
German named "TURlrJ1' (cover name STEIN), and is subordinate to the American
Secret Service "CIC". This female agent was already a Co-worker of" the HITLERespionage service.

Alop~ with the already named German cover organizations of the American Secret
Sel~ice there is also a number of other formations, groups, and agencies which
aTe all more or less in the pay of' the Americans. I thir..kof the "League of
Young Germans" (roD) Viho terror groups were trained by the Americans and who
were provided with weapons for carYJing on acts of terror. In the so-called
"German-Russian FTiendship" is active the former leader of the bandit organiza-
tion "Fighting Group Against Inhumanity, If the almost insane Dr. Rainer HILDEBRiNnT.

Added to the mentioned groups must be, in consideration of certain aspects, also
the West German Police organizations of the American Occupation Zone, and above
all the West BERLIN Police. It is unknown that leading Police and Criminal
officials are sent continously for "study purposesll to the USA where they are
trained in the AmeriC&l sense. In West BERLIN all Police agencies are subordinate
now as before to th4 Americans. Not the West BERLIn Senat, but the "Public
Safety" is responsible for personnel policy. It is remembered that the infamous
murderer ZUb~R, the murderer of the railroad man KAlITETH, on instruction of
an American agency had to be employed directly by the West BERLIN Police.

The direct influence of the American intelli ence service is particularly strong
in some departments of the West BERLIN Police Presidium. These are the Depart-
ments ViI S5 and vir S4, respectivEly the Political Police and the Department
which is occupied with interrogation of refugees. In these departments the
American intelligence officers go in and out, and the American agents 1IT. WOOD,
~tt. FONTAINE, and Mr. SKOVALLA, and others are known there as the direct superiors
of the criminal officials working there. Particularly Obstinately, therefore,
the American intelligence service demands continuously from Dept ViI S5 espionage
material on the People's Police of the German Democratic Republic. Copies of in-
terrogation reports of refugees are sc1_bmitted to the "CIG" agency on KaiserWilhelm strasse.

Although there is much more to say about the American-kept (supported) organiza_
tions, this view will suffice for the reader to recognize how far the American
and anti-national strengths have crept into the life of our people. These organi-
zations have carried on their activity £or many years under a national mask so
that many decent and national-thil'lkingGerman people have lost all objective
judgment of the dangers which they mean for our people.

--------------------------
It is an undeniable fact that direct and indirect bribery, favoritism, protec-
tion, and corruption is closely tied to the political life in the capitalistic
world. How can it be othenvise when the actual power-holders are not the re-
presnetatives elected by the people, but are the anonymously working powers
of big industry and the banks. The curruption of the political and parliamentary
mife of the West German separate state has assumed proportions which are ingeneral known to the public. "
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To how much greater proportion must, however, this demoralization appear to
those strengths who as secret agents tie together or help tie the invisible
threads of a criminal politics. Naturally, there are also in the Western Lands
persons active in the intelligence service who calillotbe bribed and who are
morally clean. These isolated idealists, nevertheless, sooner or later destroy
themselves in the reality of their surrounding conditions. For a time they
believe that the amoralities and inhumanities appearing are only exceptions
which can be eliminated through a better exampleo

Only a few come to the right knowledge that they serve a matter and a system
which is directed according to the governing principle in capitalism of exploit a....
tion and purchase-ability against the elementary human rightso
In the course of my many ....yearsl activity, I had much opportunity to gain a view
into this swamp of agent affairs. My behalf in the morally and ethically based
investigative and counter espionage activity for maintenance of the "Freedom of
man" received destroying blows. Today I know that these appearances are not
COincidences, but are the reflection of the capit~listic social order. A few
examples should give the reader the possibility of forming a picture for himselfof the question raised by me.

In March 1952 the name of the American agent handler Karl Heinz ROtTLING was in
the West BERLIN press in large headlines because he had·not returned from a trip
into the Democratic Sector of BERLIN, and also, however, because he was falsely
suspected of the murder of laundry OHner (female) HERRLICH of BERLIN-Charlotten_
burg. At the beginning of 1950, l'WETLING came from the mining district of AUE,
where he had worked as a technical engineer, with his wife Marianne and his thI'ee-
year old daughter to West BERLIN as a refugee. Because the screening commission
found another criminal act to be the reason for his flight, NOETLING was refusedrecognition as a political refugee.

Now began his agent career which from the beginning on was with the view of
obtaining much money and as easily as possible. For two months he was the t1guest"
of the English Secret Service and there completed the espionage reports already
on hand on the uranium mines. At this opportunity he stole more records from
the English than he gave them, and offered them for sale to the French and
American secret services. The buyers were an agent IL.'tENZ, residing BERLIN-Char-
lottenburg, Stallupoener Allee, for the French, and the intelligence service o~
the American lir Corps, "OSI, Itin BERLIN-Tempelhof _ Since this clever business
activi ty did not remain un..1mownto the English, they broke their t1guesttffriend-
ship. In the meantime NOETLING stabilized himself financially to the extent
that he could afford two furnished rooms on Bismarkstrasse in BERLIN-Charlotten_burg at a monthly rental of 175 Marks*

Now he began to develop his "Talents". He recruited several agents from the
mining area of the Erzgebirge in order to successfully continue his "AUE businesslfwhich at that time was much in demand. At the same time he mingled with the
unemployed and homeless refugees, who frequent day and night the area of the
Bahnhof Zoo, who went for him into the German Democratic Republic and collect~d
military intelligenceo For the most part he concerned himself with Ildropped
agents" of the vax-ious Western intelligence services who had fallen so low that
they were willing to uJldertake any criminal activity for drinks and a little money.
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The incoming information was summarized and, if necessary, "improved upontt, and
then sold through liaison men of the Western agent centrals. This intelligence
trade blossomed to such an extent that NOETLING could afford to become a known
figure in the night clubs and bars at Stuttgarter Platz and Bahnhof ZOOb

At the beginning of August 1952, this ambitious "intelligence expertlfwas taken
over by the American intelligence service "OSI1I as a regularly paid agent handler •.
Since they were interested only in inf'ormation on the Soviet Air Corps in the
Gennan Democratic Republic, he could concern himself further with pther fields
and also could take in Air Corps information from agents of other intelligence
agencies which he then sold f'or irofi t to the .Americansi>

The activity of NOETLING became known mainly through the little agents betrayed
by him to the responsible offices of the West BERLIN Criminal Police. In addi-
tion, in the fall of 1952, the suspicion arose that NOETLING was carrying on his
intelligence trade not only ,nth West BERLIN intelligence agencies, but also, in
order to be prepared for all events, was in contact ~~th the security organs of
the German Democratic Republic. In this connections I had a discussion with a
leading American intelligence officer of ttOSI.1I

In this conversation the ~~erican officer made the remark that characterized
the methods of the IlJl1ericanSecret Service. He stated that it was completely
immaterial to the American secret service that an agent was morally and ethically
depraved. They were interested only in the receipt of useable information, and
as long as NOETLING could show good espionage results, he would remain under the
protection of the Americans. This example indicates the entire atmosphere of
the American Intelligence Service and characterize those persons who attempt, .
as so~called agent handlers, to misuse the persons in the German Democratic Republ~
Here in the intelligence activity there is no trace of a consciousness of national·
resronsibility. The simple person who falls in the hands of agents is exploited
in the most brutal way, and is ltWritten off" when he can no longer be used. Also
work accidents, that means in this case arrest by security organs, are not of
interest insofar as they do not damage the reliability of the espionage enter-prize.

Many readers will say that such cases are only exceptions with which one cannot
generalize. They are not. Agent handlers such as KRENZ, from whom the CDU haa
yo withdraw the district delegates mandat. Baron van GALERA., who -in the fall
of 1952 was named in the West German and West BERLIN press in connection with
several scandals; and the publications of the criminal activity of the llFighting
ar.roupAgainst Inhumanityll are sufficient proof for my conclusions. At the
beginning of 1952 the West BERLIN Police President STDkThfhad to remove himself
to a distance from these organizations in a circular order to all Police agencies.
He issued an order that in the future all employees would refuse official il1-.forma-
tion to these criminal groups. A revelation of the files of Dept viI S5 of the
West BERLIN Police Presidium would give a shoking picture of the asocial and
criminal character of the American espionage and diversion activity. Many case
workers of the West BERLIN Police Presidium know the condition very well, and not
a few are shoked and as criminal officials distorted over the evil smelling
atmosphere of the agent business and its asocial underground •.

In supplement to the conditions described by me, I still want to describe for the
reader a "friendly pair" which is active under the protection of the AmericanSecret Service in West BERLIN.
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In the course of my count~r intelligence activity, in December 1950 I became
acquainted with the chief at that time of the criminal office of the E~erican
Sector Assistance in B~~LIN-Steglitz, Schloss-Strasse 60. It was the Criminal
Higher Secretary Gerhard BAlTZ. Stocky and of medium height, with a full face
and brutal chin, this always very elegantly dressed man of not yet 30 years,
physically and mentally very agile, approached me. Despite his arrogant appearanc~
which was even strengthened by possession of his own car, he at that time had
a good career in the West BERLIN Criminal Police.

This career was even more secure since behind him was the power of the Americans
to whom EAlT~had rendered loyal service since 1946 as a mem~er of a special
command with "Pulbic Safety", and later as leader of the agency IIGCIS" (German
Criminal Investigative Service.). At the end of 1950 Police President STU1llimade
him the offer of taking over the in~errogation agency for refugees from the GDR,
which was being formed, the subsequent Dept ViI S4. BAlTZ refused because he
had already agreed to a better job with I1CIC". At the beginning of January 1951,
BAlTZ told me that a job only came in question for him which paid much money,
and that he could not be satisfied with the slow pace of a civil service career.

On 10 January 1951, BAlTZ replaced the leader of Dept lIb of the "Fighting Group
Agains t Inhumani ty ,lithe too flweak and faint-hearted" Dr. von zur MUERLEN (cover
name Dr. HOFF1ffiJJN)in the agent central at ~urfuerstendarr~ 106. Here BAlTZ changed
himself into the now infamous LEEDER. BAlTZ had prepared this position change .
with the help cf his American superior already since 1950, in that at this time
he had channeled a criminal employee of "GCIS", DETLOFF, into the Fighting Group
as a secretary. DETLOFF, under the Cover name MARTINI, gained himself a sorry
reputation until in 1952, through intrigues of his former protector BAlTZ, hewas kicked into the street.

Wi th the taking of office in Dept lIb by E..4.ITZ-LEEDER,the desired lfAmerican
spiritlf got into the fighting group and it then took the complete form of a
criminal orgnization as it is known today to the public .• Here BAlTZ could
develop himself completely. This bandit is the intellectual originator of all
sabotage enterprizes, explosive acts, incendiarism, and other crimes against
humanity. In dress, appearance, and manner of life completely AnJericanized,
"he makes money" at the expense of misled persons in the German Democratic
Republic who, for a prize of a buttered bread and a good word, bring him espionagereports.

Still to be mentioned are the working methods of BAlTZ which violate the most
primitive principles of any intelligence activity. For example, by permitting
the same agents to carryon espionage, sabotage, and illegal provocation pro-
paganda, he automatically plays his co-workers into the hands of the securi~
organs. Although today already broad classes of people of West BERLIN distance
themselves from this criminal organization~, it enjoys now as before the pro-
tection of the Americans. Fne American High Commissioner himself identified
himself in an official declaration with this ring of spies, agents, and criminals.

As a Criminal Higher Secretary and agency chief of the "GCIS", BAlTZ obligated
to himself a co-worker, whose activi t;yas a criminal official appeared puzzling
for a long time because on orders of BAlTZ he was constantly occupied with special
missions. This co-worker of BlITZ is the present criminal upper secretary and
leader of "GClS", ID.JiSE. Of medium height, very corpulent, with round heavy head
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and friendly facial features, he is outwardly the tJpe of confider:.ce-winning
person who loves ouly rest 2-nd peace around him. Ris manner betrays no ,,-mbitious
endeavors, aud his dress reveals no man who attributes to himself above-average
worth. He is out-wardly in everything the opposite of"his friend BAlTZ. 7111en
one considers their activity more clearly, however, they are still the same
brothers with the same .American caps. The tie(betvveen them) cements close
business connections in~e field of intelligence dealing to their own advantageand that of the Americanso

In A.ugust 1951, the agent handler Herbert STEINBORN, who had been "droppedfl by
the Americans in the usual unscru.pelous way, came to the agency "GCIS" to obtain
advice as to which American agency he could make a complaint about the leader of
the "CIG" agency on Kaiser Wilhelm Strasse. He was taken to HliA.SEwho listened
to him quietly, and in alleged indignation Over the gangster methods of the
Americans promised him help and thereby won the confidence of STEI:t\TJ30RN."We
Germans must finally stick together." HliSE asked STEINBORN to bring him
examples of his espionc.e results which the Americans had interest for, for the
purpose of getting him a new contract with an intelligence agency. Already on
the next day STEINBORN gave his superior IDL~SE a briefcase of espionage reports.
A.lready in the afternoon of the same day, HAliSE appeared accompanied by BAlTZ at
the home of STEINBOR1~ in BERLnr-Wilmersdorf, Nikolsburger Str 9, ~nd returned
the espionage material with the remark that the material was actually good, but
he was not then in the position to pay for it.

STEIlffiOIllJlater entered the service of the French Secret Service. One day his
handling officer from th$ second office presented hiG with a stack of photo copies
in which STEINBOFU~ recognized his reports wInch he had confidentially given to
RUSE. They had been offered to a "buyer" of the .French intelligence office.
Almost at the same time STEINBORN was asked for a visit by the West BERLL~
"Telegraph". He was taken into the office of the chief editor, Werner NIEKE,
who to the astonishment of STEINBCR1~ also pulled from his desk the same photo
copies and asked him if he recognized this American i~Jormation. As STEINBORN
wanted to claim his rights to possession, NIEKE gave him the friendly advice
that in the future he should look over more closely the people whom he permitted
to see such material. Later I learned that NIEKE had bought these espionagereports from HAASE.

The re-considering reader will form the conviction that such unscrupelous exploita-
tion and neglecting of all human conceptions by the llmericans and their American-
ized German hand-shakers must deeply wound the patriotic feelings of every German.
On the other hand it might be confusing that this same standpoint is to be taken
in respect to the secret organization GEHLEN among the co-workers of which there
are many former generals and officers of the former German Army.

According to the ordinary opinion, the former German officer corps gave the German
nationalism its most visible character. Today one fre~uently meets the opinion
that in West Germany ~he flag of nationalism of the old of'ficer corps is again
being raised. Betvleen this tthurrah-patriotismtfand the true love of Fatherland
exists, however, a considerable difference. The chauvinistic nationalism bases
itself on might and power as well as on th~ destruction of other peoples; the
true love of Fatherland is the concern of for the homeland, for the working
people, and the respect o:fother peoples. The chauvinistic nationalism brought~he war, the love of Fatherland the peace.
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It is k..Ylownthat hundreds of formeI' Gern;an officers and celebrated ItwarherosH,

such as GALUu~D or RUDEL, are in Argentine, Spain, Egypt, AralJie, or in the
Foreign Legion und have sold themselves to foreign states. GEHLER sold himself
to the Americans and is attempting to bring the West German nationalistic-
chauvinistic revange ideas into accord with the imperialistic aims of the ~~ericanso
In reality GERLER serves the interests of the USA, just as GALLt~ND serves inter-ests of Agentine.

Naturally the build-up and working methods of the GEHLE:N Secret Service are better
than many American intelligence agencies since it is led by Itprovedllskilled
people. Nevertneless, also here the American business spirit has an extensive
effect. There not only a few co-workers with GEHELN who carry on their activity
only for the good earnings, and who constantly look around to see of they cap~ot
obtain a better jo~ or a more finacially lucrative position in civil life. Such
a man as KUGLER himself of the General Agency in YiliRLSRtlJITE told me in a privat
conversation that he was trying to obtain a position as civil master builder(architeet).

]~IESEN also told me more than once that he was not satisfied with his work in
the GERIEN Organization, and that he had the desire to get into the state service.
One sees that the leading co-workers themsevles consider their activity in this
American-German secret service as merely a job.

With an example I would like to describe for the reader the unclean ~~erican
business spirit in the GEHLEN Organizatiqne In September 1951 the informant
handler of an es~ionage sub-agency in West BERLIN, Herbert HOPPE, was arrested
in the Democratic Sector of BERLllI by the security organs of the Germ:,:nDemocratic
Republic. A short time after the arrest of HOOPE, hig wife was visited by a co-
worker of her husband, who was known to her by the name of THO~~S. He told her
that her husband had worked for the West German intelligence service and asked her
in detail about all acquaintances and friends of her husband. Finally he told
the wife of the arrested @hat her husband had violated an existing ordinance by
going into the Democratic Sector and therefore the Organization GERIEN could not
render him the otherwise usual support. He further told the woman that wi th under-
standing for her present state of need, he was prepared to pay her a sum of 300
Marks, but with the condition that she sign a release to any further demands on
the GEHLEN Organization. Frau HOPPE refused this blacYJ.Oailoffer with the
assumption of being able to think the matter over. After TH01~3 dia not keep
his promise to return occasionally, Frau HOPPE in her desperation turned to a
West BERLIN Polic e agency. Since she knew either the address of THOMaS nor the
name of the GEHIEU Organization, the West BERLIN Criminal Police could not look
for TI1:Qf;ill.S.The Depa:etment V/1 35 knewche name THOMAS already from other in~
telligence affairs, and one recorded him in the lists of West BERLIN GERLEN people.
After I received information on these occurrencies, I informed the General
Agency in KARLSRUHE with the request to permit the social support for Frau RaPPE
and the child to go into effect. Through a radio message I received the informa-
tion that the instructions had gone to 'l'H01'fA.Sto settle the affair ,vi th Frau ROPPEe
Several months later I had to learn that a representative of the GEHLEN Secret
Service had forced Frau HOPPE to sign the named instruction, and that actually
she had been given only a one-time payment of 300 Marks as emergency aid.

As I expressed my indignation to co-workers of the General Agency in KARLSRUHE
over the women and her child, I was told that this affair did not concern our
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General Agency and that the General Directcon did not give an account of its
measures. Frau ROPPE later in numerous letters appealed to Police President
SrrIDIIM, to Governing l\CayorlTh'UTER, to the Public FrosecurotJ s Office, and to
the American lVlilitaryAdministration. Although in her letters she named the
Organization GEHLEN, the name of which she had learned in the meantime, allsupport was de/nied to her.

So inconscientiously one deals with the family members of an informant who lives
on Western grounds. What shall, however, be the fates of thos~ who are active
as agents in the German Democratic Republic, and what will ha;pen to their
families? No one should forget that all agents sooner or later will be turned
over to the security org2ns for their criminal activity.

With the help of Demagogic propaganda, the initiators of the cold war are
attempting to stamp their agents as "national resistance fighters." One attempts
under the false opinion of justice of a "national emergency" to give the agent
activity a legal appearance, although these propagandists know well that agents
2nd spies in eve~J land of the world are looked upon and punished as criminals.

Many readers will perhaps lean toward the reply that these conditions are known,
o;\ltthat one must, h01'i8Ver,consider this problem from the "idealistic" side,
as for example from the standpoint of a fight for a free and united Germar~ and
mainly for the freedom of the humans. Since this dangerous demagogy still
presents a significant drawing power for winning agents, I would like to replyin summary:

1. There is hardly a Fatherland-loving man who would not like to see his
homeland free and re-uni ted and who is not willing to use his whole strength
to achieve this rewarding aim. The true love of Fatherland is a powerful and
productive form in the life of every people.

fwat does it mean, however, to our people and land to be free?

It can only mean to be free from the imperialistic occupation powers and thei~
interference in our political, economical, and cultural life, to be free in the
course of the entire social life. To be free from the Shoking grip of inter~
national finance powers who have made themselves powerful through attaining
of high profits of our people's wealth such as sources of raw materials and
working strengths. To be free from the fear of unemployment and economical need,
to be free from the pressing fear of a new war and an inconceivable destructionof our people.

This meaning of freedom is contrary to the American jungle freedom, that is,
the fight of the stror~er against the economical weakness. In the world of
midd.le-class capitalistic democracy, one coins for this the words "free play
of powers.tt Even the most unjudicious must learn that in such a llfreeworldtl
there must always be suppressor and suppressed, need and poverty, fear and fright.
The free will of the people is first present there where it determines its own
comings and goings and is not delivered to the rulers of banks and monopolies.

2" The cold war was instigated by the powers which propagate the so-called "free
pls_yof powerslt as the menaing of human freedom. The German People have in the
last fifty years experienced all varieties of this "free play of powers,1I and
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as horrible as hardly any other people on earth.

3. Since one cannot tell the German people that they should fight for the
imperialistic economy and power interests as well as lor the maintenance of
monopolistic powers, one attempts to confuse and deceive them with false ideologies.
There can be no doubt that a Germany which sails in the chsnnels of American war
politics, can only proceed toward destruction.

4. Behind all machinations of the coli war stands the American leadership groups
of the imperialistic world camp. From there come the millions of funds for re-
cruiting agents and financing espionage, sabotage, and terror activity. Thereto
flow all findings and results of the traitorous 2ctivity of agents and agent
central. It is from this that the theory of "nationa resistance"ncl of the
fight yor the "freedom of humanity" is a disgusting 8.S well as endangering
betrayal of the patriotism of the Gerrranman~

The fight for the unity and freedom of our Fatherland does not need. secret agents
of Foreign Powers and their German assistants. The endeavors for re-establishment
of uni ting a democratic Germany are the O1Vnaffairs of the German people which
it admitsto the world in general. The conquering pov/ershave grs,nted by contract
to the German people the right to unity and freedom.

It is an inescapable conclusion that not only the agents of American Secret Service,
but also all in the espionage service existing West German cover organizations,
be they legal or illegal, serve with their agent nets only one matter: the pre-
paration for a new world war planned by the imperialistic pOYiers. The Organization
GEHL@~ is, despite its illegality, one of the stror~est snd most dangerous
American assistance organization at the present time in West Germany and Europe.

It has been proved that the political and military USA leadership has drawn over
our Fatherland and our neighboring peoples a many-sided and widely-branched net
of espionage services, which serves only the ~orld matery aims of the American
imperialists. In full agreement with the BO~~ War Coalition, the American
occupiers in West Germany and West BERLIN have built up secret espionage organiza-
tions which are composed of German personnel, financed with millions of funds by
the Americans, and which render assistance to their financiers in realization oftheir w~n plans.

Men and organizations which expect the German people, which still bleed from the
wounds of the last war, to deliver themselves up to destruction and their homeland
up to new devestation, have no right to speak of national feeling or love of Father-
land. If they serve as Germans, even knowingly, the interests of a foreign power,
as in the case of the USA, they present a deadly national danger.

These powers are anti-national in every respect since they do everything to sub-
ordinate their own people to the political and military aims of the Americans, and
work winh their agents actively to strengthen the P~erican power potential. byery
agent of West German and American secret services is no "resistance fighter,ll as
one attempts to convince him, but a paid soldier of a foreign power against the
interests of his own nation. Along with the treason and crime against property
and life by sabotage, the agent throws bimself, his family, and finally his whole
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people into war and don~fall~

A man can make a mistake, and through the impetus of a false and lying propa-
ganda lose a clear view of the actual interest of ris people, and thereby be mis-
used. §ut when, as I have attempted with my portrayal, he is sho~~ the factual
conditions clearly and truely, as German person he has the obligation to himself,
his family and his people to do all to bring to an end the anti-national, inilrxal
elements of American agencieso;;fi:... _

Those who cannot learn, however, are inforrrBd that the~~~ity organs as well
as the working people of the German Democratic Republic 'ltaveall lLeans iri their hand
in order to hand out sooner or later the justified lJUnishment to ever'ya,gent.'

------------.-
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